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1. Introduction

A plane trigonometric curve f , St -+ C is a plane curve paxarnetrized by

trigonometric polynomials: /(z) : D]=-naizi,lzl: l,ai € C. In this note

we present an approach to the topological classification of generic trigonometric

curves of lower degree and observe its relation to the topology of plane curves

derived from a pseudo.line arrangement, namely the union of properly embed-

ded topological lines (strings) on the plane, intersecting transversely at exactly

one point to each other.

In particular, we show that a trigonometric curye with the maximal number

of self-intersection points alnong generic trigonometric curves of given degree

has no inflection points. It is given the topological classification of generic

trigonometric curves of degree 2. Moreover we observe that there exist 14

isotopy types of generic Fourier curves of degree 3 with 10 self-intersection

points, and there exists a duality for the strangeness St (in Arnold's sense) on

these 14 types of generic plane curves. This fact is generalized to the isotopy

types of plane curves derived from simple pseudo.line a,rrangements with fixed

odd number of strings such that the sum of st is constant for each dual pair.

'lg9l Mathematics subject classification: Primary 58C27, 14P26; Secondary 52830,

51A30,05835.
Kegwords: trigonometric curve, Hilbert's 16th problem, pseudo-line arrangement,

strangeness, Gauss diagram, Pliicker-Klein's formula
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In both academic and non-academic lives, we face a huge number of plane

curves, for instance, trajectories or contours of some objects. There a^re, of

course, a huge number of mathods to analyze plahe curves from va,rious view-

points. In the mathematical sense, a plane curve has two appearances: as a

level curve of a function on the plane; and an image of a parametrization. In

former case, Taylor expansion of the function offers effective information about

the level curve. In latter case, if the curve is closed, we have, say, a smooth

map from the circle to the plane. Then it is a very ordina,ry method, for the

analysis of the plane curve, to use Fourier expansion of the curve) besides of

Taylor expansion. Exactly this is the essential idea of the present note, which

treats in particular the topology of plane curves.

Consider a C- pa.rametric plane curve .,;[ : ,Sr ---+ R2. We identify ,Sr with

the unit circle in the complex plane C and R2 with the whole C. Then, as well

known, Fourier expansion of /:

f(r) = .i o,"t, l"l = r, "i = 
# I,erf e)r-(i+\d,z

j=-o

converges with respect to C* topology of C*(Sr,C). (For fundamental facts

about Fourier series, see [14] for instance. ) If / is generic, namely an im-

mersion with just transverse self-intersections, then f is topologically stable,

that is, stable topologically under small perturbations [10]. Rema,rk that, iu this

case, topologically stability is equirnlent to C- stability. Therefore the plane

curve / has the same isotopy type with a curve defined by some leading terms

of Fourier expansion of /. Thus any isotopy type of generic plane curves is re-

alized as that of plane curve represented by trigonometric polynomials. Then,

for the topological classification problem of generic plane curves, it is natural

to classify the isotopy types realized by trigonometric plane curves of a given

degree from 112,3,... and so on.

Let J : ,5r -+ C be a plane curve defined by a trigonometric polynomial map

f(r): D?=-^aizi of degree ( n, where z : cos(O) * lETsin(d) e Sr C C,

and a; € C,-n < j < n. In what follows, we simply call / a trigonometric

curve of degree ( n. Thus the space of trigonometric curves of degree ( n
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TOPOLOGY OF PLANE TRrCONOMETRrC CURV夢

is identified with Cz"+r. Non-generic trigonometric curyes of degree ( n form

a semi-algebraic set 5 io gzn+r. (See $2). Then our final goal is to classifu

generic trigonometric curves f € C'"+t - X ,tp to isotopy.

The general classification theory of parametric plane curves goes back to

Gauss: Gauss words or Gauss diagrams [9], [4], [8]. Whitney [2?] gave es-

sential results on a regular homotopy invariant, that is, an invariant under

deformations through immersions: Gauss index or Whitney index, namely

the mapping degree of Gauss map of an immersed plaae curve. Scott Carter

[4] showed that Gauss diagram is the complete invariant for the plane curves as

spherical curves. Arnold [1] [2] gave three kinds of basic isotopy inva.riants J+

and strangeness .9f of generic plane,curves. These are first ordet invariants

of Vassiliev type 1221. Also there exist many works about plane curves related

to the knot theory. See the excellent survey [5]. We concern with this recent

theory of topological invariants of parametric plane curves, and intend to apply

it to the topology of trigonometric pla,ne curves.

Extending the scope, we remark, for a trigonometric curve .,;[ of degree n,

there naturally corresponds a real rational curve / : RPI ---+ RP2 of degree

2n, i f  we set  cos(d)  :  (1-  t2) l$+t2) ,  s in(d) :  2 t l0+t2) ,  whi le  t : tan( l12) .

This reflects the fact that the algebraic curve 5r = {a2+y2 : 1} C R2 c RP2 is

rational of degree 2. Viro [2S] studies the classification problem of real rational

curves from Vassiliev's point of view, improving the theory of the strangeness

for real rational curves.

On the other haad this classification problem has a,nalogous feature to the

l6th problem of Hilbert, in particular, to the first half of it.

The first half of the 16th problem of Hilbert treats, in particular, the clas-

sification problem of non-singular real algebraic curves of fixed degree rn up to

isotopy in the real projective plane RPz. See [23]. Up to present, this problem

is solved for m I 7. For the case m 1 5 the classification is classically known;

Gudkov classified for rn : 6 and Viro for rn :7.

We observe that, in the topological classification problem of real algebraic

curves, the strategy is first to find restrictions or estimates of topological in-

５０
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va.riants and second to find realizations or constructions of given topological

types.

Then we a,re naturally led to the similar topological classification problem

of real rational curves and trigonometric curves.

For the theory of topology of real plane algebraic curves, the starting point

is Haxnack's inequality: Harnack showed that the number of connected compo-

nents of a real algebraic curve of degree rn is at most (1/2)(rn - lX* - 2) + 1.

The4, a non-singular curve of degree rn is called, after Petrovskii, an M-curve

if it has the maximal number of connected components.

Notice that, for the first non-trivial case, namely m:6, the concrete topo-

logical classification shows clea.rly certain symmetry or duality. For instance,

there exist three isotopy types of M-curves of degree 6 as in Fig.l. However, as

far as the author know, the full explanation of this duality is not given yet. The

purpose of this note is to exhibit similar duality for the first non-trivial case of

the topological classification of trigonometric curves or real rational curves.

〇 〇

Figure I

A real rational curve f : RPI + RP2 is called generic if f is an immersion

with only tra.nsverse self-intersections. For the basic topological restrictions on

the real rational curves, we have the following:
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Lemma l.l. Let f be o generic real rational curae of degree m. Then

(l) The narnber of self-intersection points t < (l l2)(m - l)(m - 2).

(2) The number of intersection points with a generic line is at most m anil

it 'is congruent to m moil. 2.

Example 1.2. Consider the topological classification of generic real ratio-

nal curves of degree 4. Then, by Lemma 1.1(1), we have the number of self-

intersection points t < 3. Moreover using Lemma 1.1(2), we have the list of

isotopy types given in Fig.2.

o o o
Figure 2

Now we turn to the classification problem of trigonometric curves. Then we

have:

Lemma !.3. Let f : ^91 ---+ C be a generic trigonometric curve of ilegreen.

Then we have:

(l) The number of self-intersecti,on points t S (2n - f )(n - f ).

{2) The absolute aalue i of Gauss index of f is less or eqaal to n anil con-

g r v e n t t o l * l m o d ' 2 .

A generic trigonometric curve of degree n is called M-curve if t : (2n -

lX" - 1). Similarly this definition is applied also to generic real rational curves.

７０
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Then the first major result of this note is the following:

Proposition L.4. Let f be a generi,c trigonometric curue of d,egree n. If f is

an M-curve, then f has no inflection points.

This gives a severe topological restriction on the isotopy types of M-curves.

Example 1.5. There does not exist a trigonometric curve of degree 2 with the

topological type as in Fig.3. In fact assume contra.rily it does exist. Then it is

an M-curve, so it does not have any inflection points. However, on the other

hand, we see necessarily i : 0, so the number of inflection points is at least 2.

This leads a contradiction.

Figure 3

The list of isotopy types of generic trigonometric curves of degree 2 is the

same with the remaining types appeared in the list (Fig. 2) of isotopy types

of generic real rational curves of degree 4.

Next let us turn to classify trigonometric M-curves of degree 3. By Lemma

1.3(2), and Proposition 1.4, we see the following.

Lemma 1.6. Let f be a trigonometric M-curte of d,egree J (t : l0). Then f
has no infl,ection po,ints and the absolate ualue of its Gauss ind,ex i :2.

For the construction of isotopy types, we observe the following result:
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Proposition 1.7. There ecists a set of 14 isotopy types I of generic trigono-

metric M-carres of ilegrceS anil an inuolution o: I ---+ I suchthat, for any

i e I, St(i) + St(o(i)) = 2.

These 14 isotopy types are shown in Fig.4 with the adjacency and the val-

ues ofArnold's strangeness St: The duality is represented by the rotation by zr.

Notice that ihis result is obtained by the experiments using ParametricPlot

of Mathematica. (It is so ea.sy to handle this and needs little time to draw plane

curves, therefore it is rather easy also to find new facts: Compare with a,n era

without such a tool.)

AttacenCy:J+圭 2,J~二 ‐8  … …… :MrroR

Theンatt a市lhにhdr封まceptfOr⑤③③CD.

Figure 4

９０
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, We observe that these 14 isotopy types can be obtained as perturbations of

the bouquet or blossom bs : f : z3 - z-2 with five stalks or petals: Fig' 5'

In general we set 6^-t : f : zn - "-{n-r) , which is a non-generic trigonomet-

ric curve of degree n, and is the bouquet with (2n - l)-stalks or the blossom

with (2n - l)-petals. This curve provides the unique topological type of real

algebraic curves in, RP2 of degree 2n with one real ordinary (2n - l)-multiple

point. (This remark was found during a conversation with T. Fukui.) Then we

get neoessa,rily an M-trigonometric curve of degree n if we perturb bz'-r into

an generic trigonometric curve of degree n. The existence of the duality, in the

case r, : 3, is clear from Fig.4. However we observe that this duality comes

from more general connection with the topology of trigonometric curves and

the topology of (pseudo-)line a,rrangements [13] on the real plane R2.

Figure 5

A pseudo-line arrangement ,4 of s strings in R2 is a Proper C- immersion

F r LI" R -+ R2 of s-copies of real lines with the following properties: If we

denote by F; the restriction of F to the i-th R and by trt,.--,L" the images

Ft(R),...,F"(R), then each.4 is an embedding, 1 < i < s, and L; and' L;,

i + j, intersect transversely at exactly one point in R2. A point p € R2 is

called an rn-multiple point (with respect to F) if r-tfu) consists of rn-points

in ft" R. A pseudo.line axrangement is called simple if there does not exist

rn-multiple points with rn ) 3.

Two mappings F : M -+ N and G : M' -+ N' between topological spaces
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are cttd homecHlorphic if there exist homeOmorPhislns σ :れr→ 財′a.ld

T:Ⅳ → ∬′su(五that C o σ=ToF.                    ‐

I F and C areca■ ed isctopic if therd exist a homeolnorphism σ:れF→ M′

響 d  a  o n e r p a r a m e t e r  f a m i l y  o f  h O m e o l n o r p h i s I I I s 仏: ダ → Ⅳ ひ c p , 瑚 ) S u c h

t h a t  T 。= l N  a l l d  t h a t  C  o  σ〒T l o  F .   !       !

Fよnd(夕are called strictly isotrOPic if there exist onetpaFameter families

of homeomorphisIIIsら:1財→‐〃′祖dら :「 → 戸′
(入cp,11)such that

鈍 =lM,T。 =1声‐and that C o σl=Tl● F.

Any pSeudo‐lineaぼratllgement iF Of s strings is strictly isotopic to an arranger

ment P′with thもfollowing pおゎ●rty:there exists a permutatioIL ρ Of(1す・・ⅢS〕

such thtt cach St�ng写。cd・ddes wtth the strttgh htte 4:R→ R2=c

denlled by 4(サ)=挽√TC~llT/,。utside of a com,act Subset of R.

Wtticall all arrangement F′normarized ifit hぉthe above propギけ i‐

A I l y i p s c u d o - l i n e  a r r a n g e m e n t  F  o f  t t  O d d  n u m b e r  s = 2 角- l  o f  s t r i n g s お

isOtOpic tO all arrttlgement F′with the f0110wi■g propertiesi Fl,_.,え coincide

with the strホght lines

f1, -12, lsr. . ., - lzn-2, lrn-t.

See Fig. 6. Here -/; is defined by (-{)(l) : -t;(t). In fact we need only a

permutation of the components of fl, R and reversing some of R's for a nor-

malized representative.

Figure 6
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We call a pseudo'line arrangement F' of an odd number of strings admis-

sible if it has the above property.

Now we a.re going to construct two (isotopy types of) closed curves .91 -r R2

from an admissible pseudo-line arrangement F of (2n - 1) strings as follows:

Take a circle C, on R2 containing all multiple points of F in the inside and

intersecting each string just twice. First start at the point Fs(0) and move

along .F1 until we hit C". Then move along the arc counterclockwise till we

hit L2 : fr(R). Change to .L2 and draw along Fz until we hit C". Then

draw along the arc counterclockwise. Continuing this process, we get a (piece-

wise C-) closed curve ^9r + R2. By smoothing this, we have an immer-

sion c(F) : ,S1 + R2 of Gauss index n. If we move clockwise instead of

counterclockwis a,nd in order Fr,F",F"-r,. . ., then we get another plane curve

C(F) : ^91 -+ R2 of Gauss index -n. We call c(F) and /(F) closures of F.

See Fig. 7. If F is simple, then both c(F) and C(F) are generic and have

(2n -l)(n - 1) double points.

Figure 7: Closures
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If F and F' are admissible pseudo-line arrangerrents and they are isotopic,

then the set of isotopy classes {c(F), c(F)} coincideswith that of {c(F,),c(F )}.
Thrrs, to an isotopy class "4 of pseudoline arrangernent of odd strings, there

corresponds a set {c(24), c(A)} of isotopy classes of closed curves ,gl -+ R2 as

{"(F), C(F')} foraadmissiblerepresentativeFof ,,4. Thenwecall{c(/), C(.4)}

the closures of "4.. Remark that there is no preference to choose one of the

closures {c("A),CQ$} of an isotopy class ,zl.

The main result of this note is the following:

Theorem 1.8. Let ArA' be isotopy types of sirnple pseado-line ar-ran-qements o-f

(2n-I) strings and{c(,A),C("4)},{c(,4),C("4)} closzr.es otA,,.{ respectively.

Then we haoe

(t) It c(A) or d(A) is i,sotopic (resp. homeomorphic) to c("4) or C(.4),

then ,A and .il are isotop'ic (resp. homeomorphic).

(z) st(c(,a)) + St(c(.4)) : n - r.

(3) J+(c(;a)) : J+(c("4)) : (" - I)(n -2).

(+) J-(cQ$): J-(c(.4)) = -(" - l)(n + 1).

It is natural to define the isotopy invariant strangeness of a pseudo-line

arrangement A of (2n - 1) strings as the non-ordered pair

{k,t} = {st(c("a)), SI(C(A))}

of integers, so that k + l. : n - I.

Let / be the set of isotopy types of generic plane curves ,91 -+ C obtained

as closures of simple pseudo-line arrangements of (2n - 1) strings. By'f heorem

1.8, we have a well-defined involution o : I -+ I by o(e("4)) : C(.4), so that,

for any i e I, St(i)+ St(o(i)) = n - 1.

From (the proof of) Theorem 1.8, we have the following:

Proposition 1.9. If n is even, then c(,A) anil C(,4) are not 'isotopic (euen after

the reuersing the pararneter Sr). In general, if c(,A) anil C(A) are isotopic,

then, for any ad,miss'ible representative F of A and, the admissi.ble ar.rangement

３
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G obtaineil from F by reuersing aII orientations of lf2n-1R and rotating by r f s ,

F and G are strictly isotopic.

The essential ingredients of the proof of Theorem 1.8 are Carter's classifica-

tion theorem of curves by Gauss words [4] aad the explicit formulae of J+ due

to Viro [25] and of strangeness due to Shumakovitch [21].

Here is a collection of the known facts in the theory of (pseudo-)line a,rrange-

ments, related to our problem.

A pseudo.line axrangement corresponds to two embedded graphs on the disk,

which are dual to each other in the obvious sense. From Proposition 1.9, we a,re

led to ask on the existence of a self-dual graph.

The line arrangements are of course important examples of pseudo-line

a,rrangements. In particula,r, by Theorem 1.8, there exists a duality on the set

of isotopy types of plane curves 51 + R2 obtained as a closure from a line

arrangement. Remark that this set of isotopy types is ccintained in the set of

isotopy types of curves 51 -+ R2 without inflection points.

A pseudo-line axrangement is called stretchable if it is isotopic to a line

a.rrangement [13]. The pseudo.line arrangement shown in Fig.E is an example

of non-stretchable simple pseudo-line arrangement of 9 strings due to Ringel

and Griinbaum. As stated in [13], R.J. Canham and E. Halsey showed in

1971 that all simple pseudo-line arra,ngements of s strings, s ( 7, are stretch-

able. Griinbaum [13] conjectured that all pseudo-line arrangements of s strings,

s ( B, are stretchable. Then Goodman and Pollack [11] showed Griinbaum's

conjecture afirmatively, using the method of periodic sequences of permuta-

tions.

The numbers n" of homeomorphism types of simple (pseudo-)line arrange-

ments of s-strings (" < 7) a.re given, for instaace in [20]: tus : lt for s ( 4,

f l s : 6 rna :43 rnz  : 922 .

TOP(
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The number of isotopy types of line a,rrangements of 5 lines is equal

to7 (Fig.9).The adjacencyof these isotopy types is represented by

Figure 9: (Pseudo-)line arrangements with s = 5.

５
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the graph of Fig.L0. By Theorem [1.8], we have 14 isotopy types of plane curves

with /: 10,i = 3, and a duality among these isotopy types, which coincides

with the duality found in Proposition [1.7]. Moreover we remark that the graph

ofadjacency (Fig.11) is folded onto the graph of adjacency for line arrange'

ments of 5 lines (Fig.f 0).

Figure 11

A pseudo.line axrangement F : LI" R + R2 is convex (resp. concave) if

there exists a closed disk D' C R2 containing all multiple points of F such that

on F-r(D") the determinant" lF'(t)F't(t)l > 0 (resp. < 0.)

If F is convex, then the closure a(F) : 51 -+ R2 is a convex curve. If F

is concave, then o'(F) is concave. The isotopy type of a simple line arrange-

ment are realized by a simple convex (resp. concave) pseudo-line arrangement.

This fact causes the duality on a class of isotopy types of plane curves without

inflection points.

Related to the existence of non-stretchable pseudo-line arrangements we

observe the following result from the singula^rity theory:

Proposition l.10. Tんcガ erO仰句attθtt P:モ I19(R,0)〕 xR「 → R2by a″ 務れC

ar円呼θttθれおザあ●ParattθサrttαサわれF:L19(■,0)→ R2,0ザ sをr"ルサい'角es
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(Figユ2)お 確ο古サOPθ′町どcarゥυcrsal

Figure 12

A deformation of a map(multi-)germ is topologically versal if it contains

all topological types appearing as perturbations of the original germ. See, for

instance, [19] [6j [7] for the general study on smooth or topological versality of

smooth map-germs.

The proof of Proposition 1.10 is a easy consequence of Pappus' theorem

(Fig.13). By an infinitely flat perturbation of F, we get a non-stretchable

pseudo-line arrangement as a perturbation of F. Originally this example was

found by Levi [16]. See also [t3].

Figure 13

７
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Based on Goodman-Pollack's theorem [11], we conjecture that the defor-

mation by all line arrangements of straight s-lines is topologically versal for

s ( 8 .

Two important questions remain open to make closer the connection be-

tween the topology of,trigonometric curves and the topology of pseudo'line

arrangements: (1) Set f : zn - ,-(n-t) : 51 -+ C. Then is the unfolding

F t SL r gzn*r -+ C x C28+r of f defined by F(z,a) : f(z) +D!=-,aizi, a :

(a;)i=-,, topologically versal? (2) Is a,ny closure of a pseudo-line arrangement

of (2n-l)-strings realizable as a perturbation oI f : "n-"-(n-r) in C-(^9r, C)?

We remark that the example (Fig.a) of simple non-stretchable pseudo'line

arrangement is realized by a convex pseudo-line arrangement. If the above

question (2) is affirmative, then we see, as a corollarS that any isotopy type of

simple pseudo-line arra.ngement of odd number of strings is realized by a convex

(or concave) pseudo.line a,rrangement.

We will treat these fundamental questions in a forthcoming paper.

For the concrete topological classification of real rational curves of degree 6

in RPz, it seems that few results a,re known besides trivial observations. Here

we just mention that, using Petrovsii-Marin's inequality [18], we see the left pic-

ture of Fig.14 is not realized as an isotopy type of real rational curve of degree

6. However this method can not be applied to the right picture of Fig.14. The

author does not know whether it is realizable or not.
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Recertly there appeared an important paper [3] related, at least in title and

in principle, to the present paper: In that paper Arnold cla.ssifies holomorphic

mappings CPr + CPI with exactly two preimages of some point in the target.

Therefore he treats the topology of the complexifications (and the projectifica-

tions) of seal trigonometricpolynomial functions R -+ R, while we are treating

the topology of pairs of real trigonometric polynomial functions. See also [12J.

In the next section we gry€ proofs ofall results, except for the experimental

result Proposition 1.7.

2. Proofs of Results

First we prove the fact that the set X of non-generic trigonometric curves is

semi-algebraic in the space Q2'*l 3 paa+z of trigonometric curves of degree

( n. For the proof, recall that a trigonometric curve f (") = Dt_" aizi (z =

cos(a) * lFfsin(0)), is identified with (o1)f=_, € c2'+r. Set

X : {(f ,z) e c2n+r " c I #Ol: 0, lzl : 1}.

Then X is a real algebraic set of C2'+1 x C. Moreover set

Y - {(l,",ut) egz"+r x C x C | " * w, f(z) = f(w),

l d f ,  ,  d f ,  . l
l * t" l  *{w)l :  o '  l ' l  = lul  :  l } '

Then Y is a semi-algebraic set of C2'+r x C x C. Consider projections n :

C2z ' * r  xC - - r  C2n+1 andn ' -  c .2v+r  xCxg *  g2u+1.  Then,weseetha t

E : n(X) U r'(Y), and by. the Tarski-Seidenberg's theorem [lfl that E is a

semi-algebraic set of C2n+r.

tr

Proof of Lemma 1.f: (1) (1) follows from the well known genus formula. (2)

follows from the theorem of Bez6ut.

tr

Pro,of of Lemma 1.3: (1) follows from Lemma 1.1(1). For (2), we observe

the following;formula and apply Lemma 1.1(2) to a liue through the,origin:
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df ld| = DL_" tF:-tiaizi. (The ditrerential defines on C2'+r just a diagonal

linear action with eigenvalues -nE.t--1rr,...,r/-In.) Then we have2i 12n,

hence i ( n. The latter congruence follows from Whitney's formula [27].

B

Proof of Proposition 1.4: Let c C P2 be a generic algebraic front, that is,

algebraic curve with ordinary double points and ordina,ry cusps as singularities,

of degree rn. Recall Pliicker-Klein's formula [15] l2al [2Gl:

k  -  m(m -  L)  -2d,  -  3r ,
n 1  :  k ( k - 1 ) - 2 t - 3 w ,
w :  \m(m -2)  -  6d -8r ,

r  :  3 / r ( k - 2 ) - 6 t - 8 t o .

(Here we need the first equality.) And if C is defined over R,

m * w ' + 2 t "  - l c + r t + 2 t ' .

Here k is the degree of the dual Cv in the dual projective plane P2', d is the

number of double points, r tfuat of cusps, t double tangents and ur inflection

points of C. The genericity condition demands that all appearing numbers are

finite. We denote by tu' (resp. r') the number of real inflection points (resp. real

cusp points). For real curves, rema,rk that there are two kinds of real double

points (resp. real double tangents): l" designates the numberofisolated double

tangents, that is, real tangent lines to imaginary points of C, and dlt the number

of isolated double points of C.

Remark that, if there is a trigonometric M-curve with an inflection point,

then there is a trigonometric M-curve with the same degree satisfying the gener-

icity conditions of Pliicker-Klein formula for the image in P2.

Now, for a generic trigonometric curve of degree n, consider the corre-

sponding real rational curve and its image in P2. Then rn : 2nrd : I :

(2n - l)(n- 1),r = 0. So fr : 2(2n - l). Since r' : 0,i l '  : 0, we have

2n * u' + 2tt' - 2(2n - 1), therefore u' + 2t" : 2n - 2.

Besides, for a trigonometric curve .,;[ : ,9r -+ C of degree n, the line at infinity

is perturbed to (n - 1) real isolated double taagents. In fact, first we perturbe
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r to a trig皿Omet�c curve rl of degree,such that(rl)c:Pl→P2is nOII―
singular on the wholc Pl(in PartiCular atぃ,士劇 ).コkttnttk th抗(rl)c is Of
a form                                       ″

rl([o,yl)=[(a2+y2)■,α(2,y),b(",y)1,

a ttd b being homogelleous polyno�als Of degree 2,.TheII w●!perturb rl to a

real rati?nal ClrVe r2 0f dlgree 2■such that r2 haS(角-1)real iS。1抗ed dOuble

tangents ttear the linc tt ininitt using,fOr installce,the rさ胡defOrmatiOn

(",十y2)“_。1(,2+ク2)■-1伊+●2(22+y2)i-2と'_.…十(-1)・ε.,・,

(0<εす<<1,1≦ ブ≦協),Of(″
2■

メ)■.

Thusサ″≧?-1・TherefOre We see切′=0。(Using a genもralized versiOn t261,
we carll see tいs without perturbttiOns.)

□

Proof of Lemma l.6:By lemmal.3(2),we haVe,=10r3.Moreover,by

PropOsi“On l.4,we see there aFe nO inflection,oints.TherefOre,ifぢ=1,then

F muSt be a simple c10sed curve,which cOntradicts tOで≠o.Thus We have

づ=3.

□

To prOve Theorem l.8(1),we use carterもtheorem“lい1.We need to recall

the■otiOn of Gttss diagram Of a gёneric hu■ersiOn,alld introduce that of a

pseudo-linc aFrangement.

L e l∬be  a n  O r i e t t e d  O F d m e n d叫 韻mt t i f O l d  a l l d  F :ダ → R2 a  g e n e r i c
ilttmやrsion. Take,o■ハ,the palrs of inveTPc images Of intersecti。■Pdnts det

teEnined by P, COnnect eaく五 pair by all oriented chOrd accOrding tO Causs

rulc:Let P,?C N With F(P)=F(?),P≠ ?.Take pOsitively orilnted noII―zero

VeⅢ OrS u c tt「 ,υ C乳 Ⅳ  respectively We cOnnect iom,tO g if twO vectOrs

二 ( “) , ユ( υ) f O r m  a 角呼 αサj υC  b a s i s  o f 昨
( ガR 2 w i t h  r e s p e c t  t O  t h e  O r i e n t a t i o l 1  0 f

R2.

The obtおIled diagram cOnsiSting of N aIId Oriented chords is called Causs

diagFm Of F and denOted by D(F)・ FOr instadlce Fig,15 indicttes Catss dエ

agrams of curves No.14 alld Nはl in Fig.4.In Causs diagram D(F),we cttl a

２
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compact Gomponent of I{ a circle, and
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a non―compact component a string.
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For an admissible representative F of a pseudo.line anangement A of (2n -

l)-strings, we define Gauss diagram D(.F') as Gauss diagram of .F' as a generic

immersion, endowed with the cyclic order of. (2n-l)-strings. Then, by Carter's

construction in [4], we have

Lemma 2.1,' Gauss iliagram D(F) (resp. D(F) ap to total reversing of cyclic

order of stri.ngs) iletenn'ines'the isotopy type (resp. homeomorphisrn type) of

A.

Proof of Lemma 2.1: Remark that Carter's method works in our non-compact

situation or relative situation as well.

Add to D(F) an extra oriented circle 0D according to the given cyclic order

of strings, such that 0D intersects to each strings at exactly two points suffi-

ciently fa.r to each other and 0D does not intersect to any chords. After deleting

two ends of each strings, and attaching 2-cells as in [4], we have a 2-complex D
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and an orientation preserving homeomorphisln tOm D tO the unit ciosed disk

i■R?.Then attach the t��胡ends.Thus we obtホn a pseudo‐line arrangement

that recovers the isotopy type ofス .

□

To prove Theorem l.8(2),(3),(4),we reCall the exphcit formulae ofブ■町
viro pl alld Ofst,angeness tt Shumakovitch pJ.see 151.

Let(夕 be an Oriented generi,immersed 1losed curve in the plalle. Assign an

i t t e g e r  i n d σ( y ) t O  αw h  C o m p o n e n t  y  o f  t h e  c o t t P l ●m e n t  R 2 _ θ a S  f o l l o w s :

A s S i g n  O  t o  t h e  o H t e r  c o m p p n e n t , I  w e  m O v e  f r o m  y  t o  n e i g h b o r i t t g  y ′, w h i l e  σ

moves from left to right(resp・iOm right to left),then ind。(y′)=ind。(y)+1

(reSp・ind。(y′)=ind。(y)-1)・Further,fOr the smoothing 3 ofσ with resPcCt

t o  t h e  c �c l l t a t i o n  o f  θ, w e  c a l l  a s s i g n  i n d 3 ( ヌ) t O  e a c h  c o m p o l l ●n t  o f  R 2 _ 3

compatiblye The Viro's fOrmula says

ブ十(σ)=1+セーΣindみ(X)χ(ズ), ブ
~(3)=1-Σ

〕indみ(ズ)χ(X),
X                     x

w h e r eゼi s  t h e  G a u s s  i n d e x  o f  σ a s  b e f o r e , a n d  χば ) d e■O t e s  t hもE u l e r  c h a r―

a c t e r i s t i c  o f  X . F o r  a  v e r t e x  υ o f  σ, d e n o t e  b y  i n d。( 0 ) t h e  a r i t h m e t i c  m e a n  O f

■eigh,oring fOur indσ(y)・Take the starting pOnt On tt outer edgeぃ0.If
θ passes through υ at irst tilne,while another branch Of θ passes through ψ

from ieft to right,we set s(υ)=1,Othettise s(υ)=-1.ThCII Shumakovitch's

formula says

Sサ(C)=Σ S(b)ind。(υ)・

We use alsO the following non―trivial resulti

Lemma 2.2.Tttθ  s"Pre a』 砲 施 ぢあre psc切 ″θ_,71e a仰 切兜 推 秘 cれ佑 0/(2,-1)

sサPi兜 炉 are cθれれCCサ筋 by a θれc‐P?陶 η死 サer ra秘 あり Or aど ぁ る sゎ れ Pse竹 ″θ―あれcあ r‐

陶 73gettC脅 お 航 あ οれゎ 帆 ル TCa"。 れs crサ rゥ rc P。 ぢれお 作 jあ θ切サ サαttgれ サP所 溺 ヴ ・

In the ctte ofline arrangements,酎ngel ptt showed the coFeSpOIlang result

to Lclnma 2.2.                                        |

Proof of Lemma 2.2: First we connect a pseudo-line aFrangemettt iF to F′

such that oll the left side ofあ4=FttR)there are no intersection Points of

３２
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F'. To do this we remark that, if there is an intersection point of .F' on the

left side of L1 : F't(R), then there is at least one triangle having a side on .L1

(see Page 50 (**)(fi) of [13]). Then we deform.tl, fixing other strings, through

pseudo-line arrangement, along this triangle, so that the number of intersection

points on the left side ofthe string decreases by one.

Next we connect F', fixing r'i(R), to F" having no intersection points on the

right side of fj'(R) except for the intersection points on f.i(R) : F'i(R). Iter-

ating this procedure, we connect F to the ustandardn a,rrangement, consisting

of tangent lines to a semi-circle with appropriate orientations.

u

Proof of Theorem 1.8: Let .F, be an admissible representative of .4. We are

going to show that the Gauss diagram n@@)) of the closure of F determines

the Gauss diagram D(F) endowed with cyclic order of strings.

In general, the circle of Gauss diagram of a closure of a pseudo-line arrange.

ment of (2n - 1)-strings is naturally divided into (2n - l)-arcs. On each arc,

there are (2n - 2) intersection points, that is, end points of chords. Moreover

each pair ofarcs has exactly one pair ofintersection points, which are connected

by a chord.

If we fix arbitra,ry division point, which is not an intersection point, then

we get a possibly difierent decomposition of the circle into (2n - I)-arcs, each

of which possesses (2n - 2) intersection points on it. We are going to show

that the decomposition is uniquely determined, if we impose the condition that

each pair of a,rcs is connected by exactly one chord. Remark that the condition

implies that any pair of intersection points on a same a^rc is not connected by

any chord.

Assume that a division point P (possibly for another pseudo-line a.rrange-

ment) lies on the string Lr of F and there are r,0 < r < 2n - 2, intersection

points next to P on L1. Consider the end point Q of,L1, the start point R of

Lz and. the next division point S on L2. See Fig.16. Let ? be the (image of)

TOP(
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intersection point of L1 arrd L2.

Lr

L z

Figure 16

Assume first that ? lies before P on L1. Then we have the cycre T pe RT.

Consider the r strings intersecting to tr1 along PQ. They must interse ct to L2

along -R?. since P.9 is a string for aaother arrangement, ? must come after

s. Besideb of L1, the r strings intersect to L2 on TS. Moreover there are

(2n - 2 - r) intersection points on .R,9, arnong (2n - 2) intersection points on

PQRS. Thus we have (2n-2-r)*(r* I):2n- 1 intersection points on L2.

This leads to a contradiction.

So ? mustlie after P on L1. Then S must lie before T on L2. However, then,

considering (2n - 2 - r) strings through ft,s, we have again a contradiction.

(1): If c(F) a,nd c(F') are isotopic (resp. homeomorphic), then there exists

an orientation preserving (resp. not necessarily orientation preserving) isomor-

phisms of diagrams o(c(F)) and D(c(F')). Then the isomorphism induces that

of D(r) and D(F') compatible with cyclic order of strings (resp. up to total

reversing of cyclic order of strings). By Lemma 2.r, F and F' are isotopic (resp.

homeomorphic).

(2), (3) & Q)z Under the passage of a triple point, the value ^gt(c(F')) *

SI(C(F)) (resp. J+(c(.F))) remains constant: If St(c(F)) va"ries by *1 rhen

S|(C(F)J varies by +1. By concrete computations based on the results of Viro

５２
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ptt alld sttmakOvttch pJ,the COIIStant is equ』 to角 -1(resP・
(作

二1)(れ-2),

一
(,-1)("+1)).For installce,for a hne arrangement F de�ved iom a.Il

equilater組 (2脅
-1)-80■ ,We have

■-1 ■-1

てSt(C(P)),Sサ(ど(F))}〒{Σす(2■+1-■ 0,Σ(1-す)(2れ+1-守 )},
す=1 ゴ‐1

therefore St(c(.F )) * St'(c(F')) : fi=l Qn + L - 4i) : n - l.

o

Proof of Proposition 1.10: In the deformation F of F (Fig. 12) by all

line arraagements, arbitrarily near F, we have line a,rrangements of nine lines

appearing in Pappus' theorem as in Fig.13. By an infinitely flat perturbations

of -F, we deform the ninth line slightly to make a non-stretchable arrangement,

for each line arrangement. This shows F is never topologically versal.

D
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